1 Complete the dialogues with the correct form of have got.

1 A: .................................. (you) any brothers or sisters?
   B: Yes, I ................................ a sister and two brothers.

2 A: .................................. (Manuela) a sandwich for lunch?
   B: No, she .................................. a salad.

3 A: .................................. (your parents) a car?
   B: No, .................................. but my mum .................................. a motorbike and my dad .................................. a bicycle!

4 A: It’s raining. .................................. (you) an umbrella?
   B: No I ..................................

5 A: Daniel can’t come swimming today because he .................................. any money.
   B: I .................................. some money so I can pay for him!

2 Write the correct word to finish the sentences.

1 My mother’s mother is my ..................................
2 My mum and dad are my ..................................
3 My sister is my mother’s ..................................
4 My uncle is my aunt’s ..................................
5 My aunt’s son is my ..................................
6 My mother is my father’s ..................................
7 My uncle is my mum’s ..................................
8 My mum and my uncle are my grandfather’s ..................................

3 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.

1 What time do / does you go to bed at the weekend?
2 Mariana don’t walk / doesn’t walk to school because it’s too far.
3 Most students go / goes to the town centre on Saturday afternoons.
4 My brother play / plays football three times a week.
5 Where do / does your best friend live?
6 Linda don’t do / doesn’t do her homework at home – she goes to the library.
7 We start / starts school at eight am.
8 Do your friends watch / watches TV in the evening?

4 Choose the correct adjective to complete the sentences.

- curly
- dark
- long
- short
- straight
- tall

1 My dad’s got black hair and mine is the same – it’s very ..................................
2 My brother is very .................................. – he’s almost 1.9 m.
3 I want to cut my hair because it’s too ..................................
4 My sister’s got very straight hair but mine is different – it’s ..................................
5 Alison cut her hair last week. Now it’s very ..................................
6 His hair is short, blond and .................................. It’s not curly.
UNIT 2

1 Rewrite these sentences with the word in brackets.
   1 My mum takes photos of us. (often)
   2 My best friend draws pictures of animals at art club. (usually)
   3 I'm late for my music classes. (sometimes)
   4 I go to the cinema with my cousins. (twice a month)
   5 My friends do after-school activities. (every day)
   6 We sleep in a tent in winter. (never)

2 Complete the gaps with like or would like and the correct form of the verb in brackets.
   1 A: Where .................................. (you / go) for your next holiday?
      B: I ........................................ (go) to the sea because I ........................................ (swim).
   2 A: What type of music .................................. (you / listen) to in your free time?
      B: I ........................................ (listen) to rock and rap.
   3 A: .................................. (you / come) to my birthday party next Saturday evening?
      B: Yes, thank you! I ........................................ (go) to parties. What time does it start?
   4 A: Which film .................................. (you / watch) at the cinema tonight?
      B: I ........................................ (watch) the adventure film.
   5 A: What .................................. (you / do) in your free time?
      B: I ........................................ (play) the piano.
   6 A: .................................. (you / eat) in restaurants or at home?
      B: I usually eat at home but I ........................................ (go) to a restaurant sometimes.

3 Complete the sentences with a word or phrase from the box.
   cooking dancing going to concerts messaging friends playing computer games reading books spending time with friends trying new food
   1 My brother is brilliant at .................................. He often makes dinner for the family.
   2 I enjoy .................................. because I love seeing my favourite bands.
   3 Irene hates going to discos because she is terrible at ..................................
   4 My mum likes calling people on the phone but I prefer ..................................
   5 I don't like .................................. in my free time because I have to read a lot for school.
   6 When I go to a restaurant I'm always interested in ..................................
   7 Jenny loves .................................. She always wins.
   8 My sister doesn't like being alone. She prefers ..................................
UNIT 3

1 Read the sentences and write the word.

1 We put all the plates, cups and glasses in this. c.
2 I look at this when I brush my hair. m.
3 If it's too dark, turn this on. l.
4 All my family sit on this and watch TV together. s.
5 I sit at this and do my homework. d.
6 At night, you lie down on this and go to sleep. b.
7 You have to put milk, cheese and meat in this. f.
8 To make a cake, fry an egg or boil vegetables, you need this. c.

2 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.

1 Let's buy some / any ice cream for the party.
2 There is / are two burgers and some / any potatoes on the table.
3 I'd like a / an salad for lunch.
4 There is / are a table and four chairs in the kitchen. We can eat there.
5 I don't want some / any meat.
6 Can I have a / an omelette?
7 Can you make some / any rice for lunch?
8 We haven't got some / any jam.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of have to.

1 I live near my school so I get up very early in the morning.
2 My mum says breakfast is very important so I have a big breakfast every day.
3 We wear a school uniform. It's grey and dark blue.
4 We go to school from Monday to Friday. We go to school on Saturday or Sunday.
5 (you) stay at school every afternoon until 4 p.m.?
6 I do homework every weekend but my sister do homework because she's only five years old.
7 After dinner I wash up and my sister sometimes helps me.
8 My sister go to bed at 8 p.m. but I usually go to bed at 9.30.
UNIT 4

1 Write the -ing form of the verbs.

1 write
2 repair
3 decide
4 carry
5 listen
6 study
7 play
8 run

2 Complete these sentences with the words from the box.

coat costume helmet jeans skirt socks T-shirt trainers

1 You can't wear those boots to go running. Put on your .......................!
2 I want to go swimming. Where is my swimming .......................?
3 When you ride your bike, please put on your ........................
4 You aren't wearing ....................... so your shoes are uncomfortable.
5 My sister doesn't like wearing trousers. She always wears a ........................
6 We have to wear grey trousers at school. We can't wear ........................
7 In the summer my brother and I usually wear a ....................... and shorts.
8 You have to wear your ....................... today because it's very cold outside.

3 Choose the present simple or the present continuous to complete these sentences.

1 Paul does /'s doing athletics in the park every Sunday.
2 Maths is really difficult for me. I don't understand /'m not understanding it.
3 I go /'m going fishing with my dad every Saturday afternoon.
4 Luis does / is doing his homework at the moment.
5 My best friend comes / is coming from Switzerland. She speaks / is speaking three languages.
6 How often do you go / are you going skiing?
7 Marianna works / is working hard for her exams because she wants / is wanting to go to university next year.
8 My football team wins / is winning the match!

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of play, do or go.

1 In the winter, our class always ....................... ice-skating in the mountains.
2 We can ....................... table tennis at lunchtime in the school hall.
3 My sister ....................... volleyball in the school team. She's very good.
4 Do you ....................... athletics at school?
5 I ....................... skiing with my family every weekend.
6 I'd like ....................... surfing in the Atlantic Ocean.
7 My mum isn't here at the moment – she ....................... aerobics at the gym.
8 I sometimes ....................... cycling but I prefer ....................... skateboarding.
UNIT 5

1 Write the past simple positive form of the verbs.
   1 enjoy
   2 visit
   3 see
   4 go
   5 borrow
   6 buy
   7 play
   8 arrive

2 Complete the names of the places in a town.
   1 This is where you go to do different sports. s..........................c..............
   2 We watch films here. c.................
   3 A place where you can buy books. b...............0
   4 A shop where you can buy medicine. p.................
   5 You can go here to read or borrow books. l................
   6 This is a big shop where you can buy lots of different things. d..........................s..............
   7 People go here to watch plays. t.....................
   8 This is a place where adults study. u.....................

3 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
   1 My brother is three. He was / were born three months / years ago.
   2 Did / Were you visit a museum on holiday?
   3 I didn't go / didn't went shopping yesterday.
   4 What have you done / did you do last weekend?
   5 Did / Was the maths test easy?
   6 Paul isn't here. He leaved / left ten minutes / centuries ago.
   7 They didn't liked / didn't like the film.
   8 Mariella learned / did learn to swim five years ago / old.

4 Complete the sentences with the past simple form of the verb in brackets and at, on or in.
   1 I..........................(be) born ..........................3rd May 2005.
   2 We ................................(not play) football .................the weekend.
   3 What ................................you ................................(do) .....................the evening?
   4 My friends ................................(not be) at school .................9 o'clock this morning.
   5 The new cinema ................................(open) in our town ...............Saturday.
   6 ................................you ................................(have) a good time .................your birthday?
   7 My teacher ................................(not work) at my school ...............2016.
   8 My brother ................................(begin) learning Chinese ..............October.
UNIT 6

1 Write the letters in the right order to spell the types of transport.
   1 rehlpeoti...................
   2 ochca.....................
   3 rlyor......................
   4 mtra......................
   5 hpsi....................... 
   6 btomrkoe...................
   7 xtae......................
   8 abote......................

2 Complete the sentences with the comparative form of the adjective in brackets.
   1 My brother is.......................... (old) than me.
   2 A plane is.......................... (fast) than a car.
   3 It’s hot today but yesterday it was.......................... (hot).
   4 My dad’s new motorbike is.......................... (expensive) than a car.
   5 I think English is.......................... (easy) than Chinese.
   6 My house is.......................... (noisy) than the library so I go there to do my homework.
   7 I can walk to school but my best friend lives.......................... (far) away from me so she goes by bus.
   8 It is.......................... (healthy) to cycle to school than to take the bus.

3 Complete the sentences with the superlative form of the adjectives in brackets.
   1 My favourite subject at school is science but it is also.......................... (difficult).
   2 Julie is.......................... (quiet) student in the class. She never speaks.
   3 The Roman bridge is.......................... (old) road bridge in our city.
   4 It was.......................... (bad) holiday I’ve ever had!
   5 The department store is always.......................... (crowded) shop in town.
   6 We stayed at.......................... (cheap) hotel in town.

4 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
   1 I often ride / drive my bike to school.
   2 Yesterday we went to the cinema by / on foot.
   3 We drove my aunt to Madrid airport and she took the plane / tram to New York.
   4 I would love to sail / fly around the world in a small boat.
   5 If you want to cross the road, use the roundabout / crossing.
   6 My sister learnt to drive / ride a car last year.
   7 We were late so we went to the theatre by / on taxi.
   8 In my town, there are three car parks / bridges over the river.
UNIT 7

1. Write the names of the school subjects next to the questions.
   1. What’s the past tense of the verb eat?
   2. What is the name of the largest desert in the world?
   3. When did Nelson Mandela die?
   4. Which artist painted Guernica?
   5. Which trees grow in the desert?
   6. Can you play a musical instrument?
   7. What is 12 plus 7?

2. Choose the correct verb to complete the sentences.
   1. When I go to university I want to teach / study English.
   2. Can you learn / teach me how to do the maths problems?
   3. My sister spends / uses two hours every afternoon doing her homework.
   4. If you miss / lose a class you should ask another student for the homework.
   5. Alex is passing / taking his exam at the moment. He finishes at 11 a.m.
   6. I go to music lessons after school because I want to study / pass my guitar exam.

3. Complete the sentences with the correct adverb from the box.
   - badly  carefully  easily  quickly  quietly  well

   1. Lucia can play the guitar very ................. . She’s playing in the school concert.
   2. Ethan passed the piano exam ................. because he’s very good at music.
   3. The school football team is playing ................. today so I don’t think they will win the match.
   4. We need to go ................. . The bus is leaving in five minutes.
   5. Remember to check your spelling ................. when you finish writing.

4. Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
   1. It’s too dark in here. We can’t / mustn’t see anything.
   2. You can’t write your answers in pen. You must / mustn’t write in pencil.
   3. Shh! You couldn’t / mustn’t talk loudly in the library.
   4. You shouldn’t / can’t worry so much about the exam.
   5. My cousin is good at languages. She can / could speak English, French, Spanish and German.
   6. My little brother had swimming lessons at school so he can / can’t swim now.
   7. I left my books at school so I couldn’t / mustn’t do my homework last night.
   8. When my dad was young, he could / should play football very well.
UNIT 8

1 Complete the sentences with a phrase from the box.

explore the city  have a rest  learn a language  stay at a campsite
stay with a family  stay at home  try new dishes

1 We went to Brazil for our last holiday. The journey was really tiring so when we got there we went to the hotel to ..........................................

2 I wanted to have a cheap weekend break so I decided to borrow my friend's tent and ..............................

3 I'm going to Oxford for a language course. I want to .................................................. so that I can practise my English.

4 I like to ........................................ when I travel so I often visit local restaurants.

5 My brother isn't coming away with us. He has to ............................................... to prepare for his exams next month.

6 I believe that the best way to ........................................ is to go to the country where it is spoken.

7 We're going to Florence in Italy this summer because my parents want to ..................................................

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the past continuous.

1 .................................................. (your classmates / speak) English at 11 a.m. yesterday?

2 .................................................. (I / have) a rest at 3 p.m. on Sunday.

3 .................................................. (you / talk) when the class started?

4 .................................................. (Carla / not sleep) last night at 11 p.m. She ..................................................

(watch) TV.

5 .................................................. (my dad / make) breakfast when I woke up this morning.

6 .................................................. (it / not rain) when she left home this morning. It was sunny.

7 .................................................. (you / have) lunch at 2 p.m. yesterday?

8 .................................................. (my mum / read) a book when I went to bed last night.

3 Choose the correct adjective to complete the sentences.

1 I had a terrible / brilliant time at the concert. All my friends were there and we heard our favourite songs.

2 We went to the cinema last weekend. The film was so funny / tiring we laughed a lot.

3 The students were bored / boring during the long coach journey because there was no wifi.

4 The flight from London to Los Angeles took 15 hours – it was very brilliant / tiring.

5 We built a fire at the campsite. It was really exciting / boring to learn to do something new.

4 Choose the past simple or the past continuous form of the verbs to complete the text.

Yesterday I .................................................. rode / was riding my bike in the park when I .................................................. saw / was seeing a small cat. I .................................................. wanted / was wanting to take it home with me but it .................................................. ran / was running away when it .................................................. saw / was seeing me. When I .................................................. arrived / was arriving home my mum .................................................. told / was telling me that her friend .................................................. looked / was looking for her lost cat, so I .................................................. told / was telling her to go to the park quickly!
UNIT 9

1 Complete these conversations. Use be going to and the verb in brackets.

1 A: We .................................. (go) to the circus. Would you like to come?
   B: .................................... (you / ask) Pippa to come, too?
2 A: I .................................. (play) football on Friday afternoon. What about you?
   B: I .................................. (not do) anything. I'm tired.
3 A: My brother ................................ (play) in a concert. Why don't you come and watch?
   B: Cool! ................................ (he / play) the piano?
4 A: We .................................. (watch) a DVD at Jake's house on Saturday afternoon. Are you free?
   B: No, sorry. I ............................ (study) for my history test.
5 A: ....................................... (you / take) an umbrella?
   B: No! It ................................ (not rain) today.
6 A: ....................................... (you / come) to the exhibition with us after school?
   B: I'm sorry I can't. I ........................... (do) my homework.

2 Choose the correct form of the verb to complete the sentences.

1 I'd love to visit / visiting my cousin at her home in Washington DC.
2 Our teacher wanted to take / taking us to the Art exhibition next week but it's closed.
3 I like both of the dresses. It's difficult to choose / choosing which one to buy.
4 I'm going to go to the mountains next weekend because I really enjoy to climb / climbing.
5 My sister said it was easy to pass / passing the English exam but I don't think that's true.
6 Andrea's hoping to be / being a musician when she's older.
7 The school has a theatre club but I'm not interested in to learn / learning about acting.
8 Do you mind to see / seeing a cartoon or would you prefer to see a film?

3 Complete the sentences with a word or phrase from the box.

music programme play quiz show sports programme
the news the weather

1 My favourite ................................ is on TV at 8 p.m. every Wednesday. I love trying to answer the questions.
2 We're going to see that new ................................ at the theatre in town. Do you want to come?
3 My grandmother watches ................................ every morning on TV, but she never goes out so I don't understand why she watches.
4 Last night I saw an excellent ................................ about my favourite band. They played all their best songs.
5 My mum and dad say it's important to watch ................................ so that you know what is happening in the world.
6 I love watching the ................................ in the evening. The journalist usually talks to football or tennis players.

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in italics.

1 My brother sings in a band. He's a brilliant ............
2 My cousin acts in plays in New York. He's a famous ............
3 I don't like dancing because I'm a terrible ............
4 You're very good at art. You should be an ............
5 Our teacher enjoys taking photos. He's a good ............
6 My best friend can't play the drums well. He isn't a good ............
7 I'm interested in music. I'd like to be a ............ when I'm older.
8 Sophia loves writing stories. She's hoping to be a famous ............
UNIT 10

1 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 Don't worry. We won't / may be late. It's only five o'clock.
2 I'm not sure but we may / will go to Portugal in the spring.
3 Put on warm clothes. It will / won't be cold outside. It's snowing.
4 There are some clouds in the sky. It won't / may rain later.
5 Let's play tennis now. It won't / will be dark later.
6 I'm certain you will / may win the race. You're the fastest runner.
7 It's very windy. Be careful – you may / won't lose your hat!

2 Complete these sentences with a words from the box.

field  gate  hill  path  river  spring  wood

1 There are a lot of very old trees in the .................. near our village.
2 Which is the longest ................. ? Is it the Nile or the Amazon?
3 The farmer has one .................. for cows and another for sheep.
4 We often go for a walk along the .................. by the lake.
5 My favourite times of year are .................. and autumn.
6 If you walk to the top of the .................. you can see for 10 kilometres.
7 We opened a big .................. at the entrance to the farm.

3 Read the definitions and write the words.
1 Very bad weather.
2 Water which becomes hard because it is very cold.
3 Water from the clouds.
4 You need this to fly a kite.
5 It is dark and cold without this.
6 It is difficult to see with this weather.
7 Soft, white pieces of ice.

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1 We .................. (be) late if we .................. (not leave) now.
2 If it .................. (rain) tomorrow I .................. (not go) to the beach.
3 What .................. (you / do) if you .................. (not pass) the exam?
4 Our teacher .................. (get) angry if we .................. (not remember) to do our homework.
5 If we .................. (go) to the mountains at the weekend you .................. (come) with us?
6 If you .................. (not go) to bed now you .................. (be tired tomorrow.
7 Marc .................. (be) sad if you .................. (not come) to his birthday party.
8 If you .................. (miss) the bus how .................. (you / get) to school?
UNIT 11

1 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
1 I've broken my arm/leg so I can't write for two weeks.
2 She had a green and blue scarf around her hand/neck.
3 The girl held a biscuit in her hand/foot.
4 Her foot/tooth hurts so she's going to the dentist's in the town centre.
5 Dad had to lie down because he had a pain in his back/hair.
6 That photo is very dark. I can't see your back/face.
7 Caroline cut Joanna's hair/hand—it looked great.

2 Complete the sentences with the present perfect form of the verbs in brackets.
1 I ...........................................(pass) my maths exam! I'm really happy.
2 I ...........................................(never go) to Paris but I would like to go there next year.
3 Paul ...........................................(fall) off his bike. Let's help him.
4 How long ...........................................(you / know) your best friend?
5 My parents ...........................................(not / decide) which film to see on Saturday evening.
6 I love watching tennis but I ...........................................(not play) it before.
7 Eddie ...........................................(not finish) his homework so he can't come to my house.
8 ...........................................(you / eat) dinner yet? I want to go to the new Chinese restaurant.

3 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.

Hi Lianne,
I'm so sorry that I haven't answered your message but I've been really busy studying for my exams.
Have you finished your exams (1) just/yet? I'm really excited that you're coming to stay with me.
I haven't seen you (2) for/since your birthday last year. Have you bought your train ticket (3) just/yet?
My mum has (4) just/yet booked tickets for the Healthy Body exhibition but we haven't decided where
to eat afterwards (5) already/yet. I haven't been to the Italian restaurant (6) for/since a month so I'd like
to go there.
Anyway, I have to go because it's (7) already/yet 6 o'clock and I haven't done my homework (8) just/yet.
Best wishes,
Alicia

4 Complete the sentences with the correct adjective from the box.

angry happy hot hungry sick sorry thirsty tired

1 Can I have a drink please? I'm really .........................
2 The boys went to bed very late last night so today they are .........................
3 I'm ......................... I'm late. There was a lot of traffic.
4 It's ......................... today. Why don't we go swimming?
5 I don't want a sandwich because I'm not very .........................
6 Alina had to go to the doctor's yesterday because she was feeling .........................
7 My mum was really ......................... because I arrived home late.
8 Chris was so ......................... to see his friend Marcus after such a long time.
UNIT 12

1 Write complete sentences in the present passive.
   1 My shoes / made of leather.
   2 I / give money for my birthday.
   3 Rugby / not play at my school.
   4 English / speak all over the world.
   5 CDs / not sell here anymore.
   6 My brother / call Kieran

2 Complete the sentences with the past passive form of the verbs.
   1 My new phone ................ (make) in Japan.
   2 This book ................ (write) by my cousin.
   3 This record player ................ (use) by my dad when he was a child.
   4 The tennis match ................ (won) by my best friend.
   5 My brother ................ (teach) English by our aunt.
   6 The students ................ (give) extra homework by the maths teacher.

3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

   address  alarm  download  mobile  online  play  send  use

   1 At school we can’t ................ the internet because the wifi is broken.
   2 I prefer to call my friends but my brother prefers to ................ messages.
   3 Would you like to come to my house to ................ computer games on Saturday?
   4 I’ve asked my parents for a new ................ phone for my birthday.
   5 The teacher gave us her email ................ so that we could send her the homework.
   6 We were told not to ................ films or music from the internet.
   7 I am always late for school so my mum bought me a new ................ clock.
   8 Do you often post messages ................ ?

4 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
   1 It’s important to keep milk in the cooker/fridge.
   2 Our washing machine/cooker broke last week so we didn’t have any clean clothes.
   3 I have a lamp/clock next to my bed because I like reading before I go to sleep.
   4 My best friend gave me a new case/mouse for my phone – it’s gold.
   5 If the screen/keyboard on your phone is dirty, how can you clean it?
   6 I sometimes take my internet/laptop to school with me.